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Fresh ‘Trojan Horse’ claims plague Oldham schools
Posted: Tue, 28 Feb 2017
The Sunday Times has reported on allegations of two new cases of attempts to foist a strict
Islamic ethos on non-religious state schools. Read More »

“Diet of Islam” fed to Park View Academy pupils
Posted: Tue, 17 Nov 2015
A professional conduct panel has ruled against two teachers at the centre of the 'Trojan Horse'
scandal, finding that pupils of Park View Academy were "immersed in orthodox Islamic doctrine."
Read More »

Widespread local denial over Trojan Horse, as DfE accuses
select committee of ‘downplaying’ the scandal
Posted: Tue, 30 Jun 2015
A Birmingham councillor has warned of widespread local denial over the Trojan Horse scandal,
days after the DfE said downplaying the affair risked undermining counter-extremism efforts. Read
More »

Religion continues to cause disruption in 'Trojan Horse'
schools
Posted: Wed, 15 Oct 2014
A school placed in special measures following the Birmingham 'Trojan Horse' affair has received
100 letters from parents requesting that their children be withdrawn from collective worship, it has
emerged. Read More »

Tower Hamlets denies 'Trojan Horse 2' claims
Posted: Tue, 30 Sep 2014
Tower Hamlets has denied newspaper claims that a Trojan Horse '2' is soon to be uncovered in
the East London Borough. Read More »

‘Trojan’ report finds deliberate action to promote intolerant
and aggressive Islamist agenda in schools
Posted: Tue, 22 Jul 2014
A report commissioned by former education secretary Michael Gove in April to investigate claims
of a plot to takeover state schools in Birmingham has uncovered evidence of "co-ordinated,
deliberate and sustained action to introduce an intolerant and aggressive Islamist ethos into some
schools in the city". Read More »

Trojan Horse schools pupils 'vulnerable to extremism'
Posted: Thu, 10 Jul 2014
According to Ofsted's chief inspector, Sir Michael Wilshaw, inspectors of the so-called Trojan
Horse schools in Birmingham have found that pupils were "vulnerable to extremism" and that
some had been targeted by hard line Muslim governors in a 'planned and orchestrated' plot to
radicalise pupils. Read More »

